
e. Historic differentiated (various centers): '700 to 1500 A.D.;
f. Historic partly integrated (progressive world sweep of the

West) 1500 to present.
II. Three stages of' mental achievement.

a. Pre-logical, corporative thinking = Stone Age to 3rd rillen
lum B.C.;

b. Progressive discard of pre-logical, corporative tradition,
moving toward empirical sagc of logical thinking, drawing
s.nctions from experience rather than reason, with personalism
replacing corporatism (Near East 3rd milleniuni to 5th
century B.C.;

c. Logical, individual thinking, beginning with Greeks of 5th
century B.C.

F. Aibright's philosophy of history. 84-87
I. "An inductive organismic philosophy is the only proper way in which

to approach the problem of the relation of historical contexts to
one anoer".
a. The cultural unit must be homogeneous in space, time, and kind.

II. We must recognize
a. Long static priods (e.g., pro-Christian Judaism; pro-Islamic

period; pro-Mosaic period);
b. Ahrupt mutations (e.g., Christianity; Islam; Mosaism) ; an
c. Pur'.Ptanical attempts to restore priliuitive conditions (e.g.,

Protestertism; Vahhabi movement; Prophetic movement)
III. Elements within e culture

a. Are not lthkei genetically by uniform causal-functional forces;
b. Are products of divergent forces; and
c. Are linked in an inter-tolerant, empirico-adsptivo system.

IV. Organismic philosophy raises questions as to forces underlying
the organism, ultinuto causes, and essences.
a. "If patterns.ar organisms have properties which none of the

component units possesses, dos act the Cosmos likewise have
properties v;hich raise t high above its most impressive con
stituent? ... There is en Intelligence and a Will, expressed
in both Hisrbory Find Nature -for 1istory and Nature are one."

CHAPTER III - PRAERARATIO
(Cultural and religious evolution of Near East - earliest times
to 1630 B.C.)

A. Material civilization. 88-96
I. Stone Ago.

c.. Earliest ectiacts at least 200,000 years old.
b. Palestine ceve aeposits go back 150,000 years.

1. Palestine N"andorthal ran (100,000 years ago) show's some
features chElractori stic of Home Sapiens.

2. In !ousterian, Near East artifacts diverge in type from
European. -

c. Aurignacian period lcrge.ly a. gap in Near East (20,000 - 10,000 B.C.)
d. Mtsolithic (10,000 B.C.) represeIte.'i by Netufian in Palestine.
e Neolithic represented by 2 cultu:eu at J.'riciio: -

1. Pro-ceramic - houses, dora;:st.ic animals, religious figurines;
2. Ceramic - megalithic burials, pre-peinted pottery.
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